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ABSTRACT

i

A leak detection and quantification demonstration using perfluorocarbon tracer (PFT) technology

was successfully performed at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center on January 25, 1991. The rcal_

,time Dual Trap Analyzer (DTA) at one-half hour after the start of the f'trst run gave an estimated leak'

. rate of 0.7 mL/rain. This has since been refined to be 1.15 :t:0.09 mL/min. The leak rates in the next

three runs were determined to be 9.8 ± 0.7, -0.4 :t:0.3, and 76 :t:6 mLlmin, respectively.

" The theory on leak quantification in the steady-state and time-dependent modes for a single zone

test facility was developed and applied to the above determinations.

The laboratory PFr a'nal sis system gave a limit-of-detection (LOD) of 0.05 fL for ocPDCH,.Y

" This is the tracer of choice (Appendix A), and is about 100-fold better than that for the DTA. Applied to

leak certification, the LOD is about 0.00002 mL/s (0.000075 1.2h),a 5 order-of-magnitude improvement

over the original leak certification specification (Appendix B).' Furthermore, this limit can be attained in

a measurement period of 3 to 4 hours instead of days, weeks, or months. A new Leak Certification

Facility is also proposed to provide for zontl (three zones) determination of leak rates. The appropriate

multizone equations, their solutions, and error analysis have already been derived.

Permeation of tracer through elastomeric seals on the module is not of concern (Appendix C).

A new concept of seal-integrity certi'fication has been demonstrated for a variety of controlled

leaks (Appendix D) in the range of module leak testing. High structural integrity leaks were shown to

have a linear dependence of flow on Ap (a power dependency of 1.0); poor integrity leaks exhibited a

power dependency of 1.5 to 2.5. The rapid determination of leak rates at different pressures is proposed

and is to be determined while subjecting the module to other external force.generating parameters such

as vibration, torque, solar intensity, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The previous leak detection specification of 2 mL/second (120 mL/min, 7.2 I.._, or 0.47 Ibs/day) at

a Ap of I atm (14.7 psig or 760 torr gage) for the Space Station Freedom (SSF) module leak certification

testing, which was to have been performed by pressure decay, would, on average, have required about

. I0 to 30 days per module using the planned Boeing system(I) or 2.5 to 8 days per module under their

improved plan to achieve the desired accuracy of about 4-1%.

Brookhaven corroborated the pressure decay calculations, estimating that precision would be about

=-t.5%under the proposed test conditions(2), but then calculated that, by using perfluorocarbon tracer

(PFr) technology(3), the testing duration required for a precise (to about 4-10%) leak rate determination

could be substantially shortened while simultaneously detecting orders-of-magnitude smaller leaks. (2)

Estimates of testing times were:

Require d Testing Duration

Leak rate spec., mL/s: ...... 2 ,, , 0.00 2 , 0.000 2 ,

Pressure decay: 2-30 days decades centuries

PFT @ 0.1 ppm" 4 seconds 1 h 8 h

PFT @ 10 ppm" 40 ms 0.5 rain 5 rain

The times indicated were the anticipated tracer sampling duration after the module leak testing room had

come to steady state, which is itself a process that takes an hour or more depending on air flow rate. For

real-time sampling and analysis, the dual-trap analyzer<`()with its present cycle time of 6 rain (0.1 h)

would require 30 rain of operation in a single zone to have sufficient data (5 points) to calculate the leak

rate from the tracer model, even if the testing facility had not yet reached steady state.

Fhese calculations implied that SSF module leak certification would be rn,'u'kedlyenhanced by the

PFT approach. To confirm the Brookhaven-proposed method, a test was conducted on January 25,
p

. 1991, at the Building 4572 test facility of the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The results from

• this testing are presented here, confirming that the potential for module leak certification is even an

order-of-magnitude better than anticipated. Further, a new proposed concept of seal-integrity

certification determined by the leak rate's dependence on module pressure differential, a unique feature

of the PFT approach, should significantly enhance safety and reliability.
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EXPERIMENTAL

SURROGATE MODULE TEST DEVICE

Engineers from the Structures/Mechanisms test group of the Boeing Defence and Space Group

prepared a small test cell (about 10 L) equipped with one of two mass-flow controllers which could be

operated from 0 to 10 and 0 to I00 mL/rain, respectively. Once pressurized with N2 containing about

4 ppm (_../L) of ocPDCH (ortho-cis-perfluorodimethylcyclohexane), which filling was performed just

.... outside the building, the surrogate module test device was then set in about the middle of the long wall

of the -4000-m 3 volume building and about one-third the way from the wall. A floor fan was placed

about two-thirds the way across the room (about 15-feet from the test device), blowing away from the

device to facilitate PFT mixing into the air in the room.

PFT EQUIPMENT

On a table just upwind from the "leaking" surrogate module, Brookhaven placed the real-time Dual

Trap Analyzer (DTA) and one programmable sampler (Brookhaven Atmospheric Tracer Sampler -

BATS); another BATS was placed across the room, downwind of the fan, to serve both as a back-up to

the f'u'st as well as to check on the uniformity of tracer concentrations. In addition, passive samplers

were placed at several locations around the room, in part to further corroborate tracer concentrations and

also to see if proximity to the leak could be detected. Since, as will be explained later, the room was

accidently overdosed with tracer at one point, no useful results could be obtained from the passive

samplers.

,.

Dual Trap Analyzer (DTA)

The DTA was set to a cycle time of 6 minutes. While one of the two adsorbent traps was being

thermally desorbed and analyzed on the hl situ gas chromatograph system, the other was sampling air at

a rate of 0.207 L/rain (a high flow rate of 2.135 L/rain was also available but the traps are not 100%

efficient at that rate); the high flow rate was used for only a few analyses. At the end of the 6-rain cycle, .

the traps switched and the process was repeated. For this test, the output information was displayed only

on a strip chart recorder. Measurement of tracer quantity was obtained from hand measurements of peak

heights (voltage) which was subsequently calibrated versus quantity of tracer back in the laboratory.
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Pro_ammable Samplers

The programmable samplers (BATS) contains 23 sampling tubes in its lid assembly and a pump,

internal clock, etc.,.in its base assembly.(3) During operation, air was pulled at a known rate (in this case

nominally 50 mI.,/min) through the adsorbent in the sampling tube, retaining essentially all of the PFTs

- for subsequent thermal desorption and analysis in the laboratory.

The unit next to the DTA (analysis file 7337B) collected 15-min samples starting at 0900 and the
v

unit across the room (analysis file 7338B) started at 0915. At 1100, the start of the lh'st intentional leak

from the surrogate module, the samplingduration was changed to 10-rain intervals. Thus, the BATS

units finished collecting samples at 1330 and 1340,respectively, before the start of the fourth run; run

no. 4 was only analyzed by the DTA. The BATS were returned to Brookhaven for analysis on the

laboratory gas chromatograph (GC) system. Details on the calibration and operation of the GC are

provided elsewhere. ¢3)

Tracer Sources

As indicated earlier, the surrogate module device was filled with N2 containing about 4 ppm of

ocPDCH, the "leaking" tracer. The small cylinder brought to the test site was prepared by dilution from

a 10-fold higher concentration standard and subsequently corroborated at BNL.

The "reference" tracer sources, small permeation capsules of known source rate_5),were deployed

adjacent to the point of emanation of the leaking tracer. Basically, by measuring the ratio of the leaking

tracer concentration to reference tracer concentration in the air at steady state and knowing the reference

tracer rate, the leak rate can be directly calculatad. Two reference tracers wer_ used, PMCP

(perfluoromethylcyclopentane) and ptPDCH (para-trans-perfluorodimethylcyclohexane), one as a

back-up in case of analytical problems.

TEST PROCEDURES AND CONDITIONS

The BNL equipment was brought to Building ,o,572at about 0730 and the DTA started operation

around 0800 while other equipment was being readied. The BATS near the DTA was started at 0900

and the one across the room (opposite the DTA), at 0915, collecting 15-rain samples which, initially,

should have been ambient background levels.
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At exactly 0930, the reference PFT tracers were deployed in the building at the surrogate-module

leak site; this provided time for the reference tracer concentration to reach steady state before the f'u'st

leak run began. During this period, outside the building, about 20 feet away from a door, on its upwind

side, the surrogate module was being filled with the "leaking" trader source gas; this should have been

done downwind of the building and at least 50 feet away as will be shown later. At 1030, the surrogate

module was brought into the building'and set up at the leak site.

A summary of test conditions is as follows:

Time Event
i iiii i iii i i i i i i II II IlIlI

0800 DTA operating and BATS deployed

0900 BATS near DTA started (15-rain samples)

0915 . BATS across room (opposite DTA) started (15-rain samples)

0915 to 0945 Surrogate module filled with "leaking" tracer-tagged N2

0930 PFT reference sources deployed at leak site

1030 Surrogate module deployed at leak site

1100 BATS units both switched to collecting 10-min samples

1100 to 1130 Run no. 1 leak rate set with 0-10 mL/rain transducer

1130 to 1200 Run no. 2 leak rate set with 0-10 mL/min transducer

1200 to 1230 Run no. 3 leak rate set with 0-10 mL/rain transducer

1233 to 1236 Surrogate module brought outside and vented

1240 to 1300 0-100 mL/rnin transducer installed on surrogate module

1326 to 1330 Building ventilated with wall fans

1340 to 1350 Surrogate module refilled with "leaking" tracer-tagged N2

1355 Surrogate module deployed at leak site

1404- 1443 Run no. 4 leak rate set witi_ 0-I00 mL/min transducer

Right after the first run started at 1100, the BATS units were switched to collect 10-rain samples, which

allowed 3 samples to be collected during each of the one-half hour runs. The flow rate for run no. 1 was

obviously set to a value between 0 and I0 mL/rain (the range covered by the transducer), but the
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Brookhaven personnel did not know the setting. The other two runs commenced exactly at the times

indicated. Once adjusted, the "leak rate" was left constant for the duration of the run.

The Brookhaven personnel were not present when the surrogate module was vented just outside

the building shortly after 1230 in order to switch to the 0-100 mL/rain flow transducer. The DTA and

" BATS units' analysis data clearly showed that the dumping occurred sometime between 1233 to 1236;

both the DTA sample collected from 1231 to 1237 and the BATS data from 1230 to 1240 showed a

positive deviation from the trend of decreasing concentration of leaking tracer with time which occurred

during run no. 3.

On return and assessing the impact as revealed by the DTA, th_:::Juilding was ventilated for about

one-half hour using its own large near-roof wall fans. During this period, the surrogate module was

recharged with the leaking tracer, the device was set up at the leak site, the fans were turned off, and run

no. 4 commenced at about 1404 until about 1443; the exact time that the leak was shut down was not

known by Brookhaven.

UNITS USED TO EXPRESS TRACER CONCENTRATIONS

The levels at which PFT concentrations are routinely measured at Brookhaven are quite low and

the units used to express those values may be unfamiliar to some readers. The table below expresses this

nomenclature:

Tracer Concentration Nomenclature

Tri..decade Level Parts per Other Units• iii ? -- li I i I I _ I i li iii ii i i ii iii i illl i iii ii ii Ilill I III

].0"3 to 10-6 million - ppm hL/mL gl.,/L mL/m 3
:

. 10-6 to 10-9 billion - ppb pL/mL nL/L btL/m3

10.9 to 10"12 trillion- ppt fL/mL pL/L nL/m 3

" 1(3"12 to 10"15 quadrillion -ppq fL/L pL/m 3



where

L = liters(1000L=Im 3)

mL = milliliter (I0 "3liter)

ILL = microliter (10 .6 liter)

rtL = nanoliter (10.9 liter)

pL = picoliter (I0 "12liter)

fL - femtoliter (10"15 liter)

Thus, for example, the PFT emission rate from the surrogate module can be calculated from its known

concentration (about 4 ppm) and its known flow rate (say I0 mL/rain) by choosing the proper units:

C=4 ppm =4 hL/mL

R = 10 mL / rain = 600 mL / h

nj., mL
S=CR=4 _ x600--ff-=2400nL/h

The present background ambient air levels of the 4 PFTs used in this study are:

PFT ....... Conc., ft./L .... .... Use ......

PMCP 3.3 :t:0.1 Reference tracer

PMCH 3.5 :t:0.2 Present in leaking tracer

ocPDCH 0.25:1:0.02 Leaking tracer

ptPDCH 4.6 ± 0.2 Reference tracer
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THEORY ON LEAK QUANTIFICATION WITH TRACERS
q

As indicated earlier, the quantification of an unknown leak rate source can be obtained very simply

from the product of the known reference tracer source rate and the ratio of the leaking tracer to reference

" tracer-- when the test scenario is at steady state.

Figures I to 4 show the ratio of the concentratic)nsof the leaking tracer, ocPDCH, to the reference

tracer, pd:)DCH,versus the dme of the day from the analysis results of the two programmable samplers

(BATS) and the real-time DTA, both rh::morning and the afternoon runs. Clearly, since the reference

tracer concentration had been at steady state prior to starting the runs, the leaking tracer concentration

had not achieved steady-state levels in any of the runs, that is, rise to a level and then remain at the

constant level for some time (steady state) before the next change was made. This has required a more

complicated solution to the differential equation defining the test.

A simple material balance around Building 4572, assuming a constantly emitting "reference" (r)

tracer source is located within, yields

dvr(t) = Sr - RE(t) Vr(t)
dt VB (1)

where Vr(t)is the volume (ni.,, nanoliters or 10.9 liters) of reference tracer gas p_-esentin the building at

any time t(h), Sr is the reference tracer source rate (n1_), RE(t) is the building air exfiltrati0n rate which
r

may vary with time (m3/h), and VB is the volume of the building (m3). Rearranging gives

• V S
RE(t)= v-'_( ' -dvr(t)/dt)

. =s Vrtt)k, Sr

" Sr (dCr(t) / dr) (2)-
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where Ct(t) is the time-dependent reference tracer concentration, equivalent to Vr(t)/VB.

If, within the building, a module is leaking air containing a different type "leaking" tracer (l) a

similar equation can be written

St ( dCt(t)/dt'_
RE(t) = C-_,I St/V B -) (3) .

It can be shown that, since the same exfiltration rate is governing the time-dependent performance of

both tracers, Eqs. (2) and (3) can be set equal to each other and solved for the source rate of the leaking

tracer giving

Ct(t) VB Ct(t)St = Sr Cr(t ) C---_dCr (t) / dt + VBdCi(t) / dt (4)

Finally, the air leakage rateof the module, Rt (mL/h), is the calculated module n'acer source ra',e, St

(ni.dh), divided by the known tracer concentration, Crni (nI./mL), within the module, that is

St (5)
Rt = Crni

where Crn i is the concentration (nL/mL is equivalent to mL/L or parts per million) inside the module, a

known value.

STEADY-STATE SOLUTION

As shown in Figures 1 to 4, within one-half hour after a change in the rate of the surrogate-module

leak, the tracer concentration had not equilibrated when the next change occurred, lt can be shown that

the time required to reach 95 to 98% of the steady-state concentration is 3 to 4 times the time, "_(h), for

one complete change of air in the building. From the reference tracer data, z was found to be 0.40 +

0.03 h; thus, steady state would not be achieved until 1.2 to 1.6 h after a change, and certainly not in the

30 rain of each of the four (4) runs conducted in January,
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If steady state had been attained for the leaking tracer, then dCt(t)/dt would have been zero and,

since the reference tracer was at steady state (the reference tracer was brought into the building at 0930

and the tru'st run began at 1100), dCr(t)/dt was zero, then Eq. (4) simplifies to

Ct
• st (6)

where Ct and C-rare the leaking and reference tracer concenia'ations (nL/m3) at steady state, respectively.

Substitut2ng into Eq. (5) gives

CtSr (7)
R t = CrCm i

Equation (7) can be used to calculate estimated leak rates (even though not at steady state) for

comparison to the more precisely determined values. An example is the calculation made for the

estimated leak rate for Run No. 1 on the day of the test from the real-time DTA data. Ct from the last

analysis of that period (mid-time was 11:28) was 0.0101 nL/m3 and the steady-state reference tracer

concentration, Cr, was 0.208 nL/m3, Since the reference source rate, Sr, was 82.5 hL/rain and the

concentration, Crni, of the ocPDCH inside the surrogate module was 4.27 nL/mL (ppm), Eq. (7) gives

Rt = (0.0101)(82.5) = 0.94 mL/min(0.208)(4.27)

which is close to the best determination of the true value.

TIIVLE-DEPENDENT SOLUTIONS
._ .

- Since the data clearly showed that the concentration of the leaking tracer was varying throughout

each of the four runs, the source rate of the leaking tracer, St, should be determined from the best fit to

all the data available in a given period. This can be accomplished in two ways -- a derivative fit and an

integral fit. In addition, the building volume, VB, and the air turnover time, z, can be determined from

the initial reference tracer data.

-13-



Derivative Fit

The derivatives for the reference and leaking tracers in Eq. (4) can be estimated for each point by

calculating the slope at each point from the actual OCPDCH concentration versus time data (similar to the

data of Figs, 1 to 4). Using the differential of Stirling's formula for a smoothly changing function

expressed in terms of differences which are in the same horizontal line(6) and assuming that higher order

terms are not significant, it can be shown(7) that

dC(t_) C(t_)- C(t,)

dt t3-t a (8)

for the case when the sampling time intervals are equal,

However, at the beginning and the end of each run, there is an abrupt change in the function

because the leak rate was changed. Thus, for the first point on the new function, the slope must be

estimated from the fh'st two points and, for the last point, from the last two points, lt can be shown that

dC(ti) C(t2)- C(t_)

dt .(t2 -t,) 0.75 (9)

and

dc(t.) c(,.)-c(t..,)
dt (t,- t,.,)1.23 (10)

where n is the last point in the current region. The estimates of the constants in Eqs. (9) and (10) were

obtained by estimating slopes from the curves for some of the data. The same procedure applied to non-

end points showed that Eq. (8) estimated ihe true slope, on average, to within better than +I%.

For ali the data collected by either the DTA or the BATS units, the derivative of the reference

tlacer was calculated by Eq. (8) and that for the leaking tracer, either by Eqs. (8), (9), or (I0) depending

on location. Eq. (4) can then be solved for St by substituting the appropriate derivative values along

with Sr, the known reference tracer rate, Ct (t)/Cr(t), the known ratio of the concentrations of ocPDCH

-14-



to ptPDCH, and the volume of the building, VB. This volume can be estimated from the physical

volume or derived from the tracer data as shown in the later section so named.

Another solution to Eq. (4) can be obtained by assuming that the change in the reference tracer

• concentration with time is small and can be neglected. Thus, Eq. (4) becomes

Ct(t)
St -- Sr C--'_- VB dCt(t) /dt

which, on rearranging, gives

dCt(t) Sr dt (1I)

Because the reference tracer concentration is at steady state, Cr(t) is essentially constant, i.e., Ct(t) = Cr.

Then, integrating Eq. (11) from an initial time, to, at which Ct (0/Ct(to). to a later time, ta, at which,

Ct (0/Ct(ta) gives

St

sr
In St = VBCr _ a- to)

_C, - Ct(t. )

Taking the exponential of both sides, rearranging, and solving for the concentration of the leaking tracer

at any time, ta, gives

(12)

The quotient in the exponential can be simplified by

VB=RE ¢

which, by definition, says that the Volume (vn3) of the building divided by the rate (m3/h) of air

exfiltration is the air turnover time, l:(h), and

RE=Sr/Cr

-15-



which is obtained from Eq. (2) for the reference tracer at steady state. Thus, the quotient becomes

Sr/C_ _ x
VB = REz =XSr/Cr =_'

Substituting into Eq. (12), dividing both sides by Cr, and letting the concentration ratio of leaking to

reference tracer be

C't(ta) - Ct(ta) / Cr

gives

• St [St_c,t(to)]e'(t_-to)/xc+(_.,)=_- _ (t3>

where x is the average turnover time for each run period; the determination of x is described in the next

section.

Eq. (13) is the function representing the smooth curve drawn on Figs. 1 to 4 for each of the

distinctly different periods of different surrogate-module tracer leak rate, St, and the integral of the

function from one time (tal) to another (ta2)

' St [ St 1[ )/'_-(t" -t°)/x 1Area= it,2 C_(ta)dt a _(ta2_tal) + _= __- c_(to)_-("_-'°'/tat r

represents the area under the curve between the two times. But this area is also precisely the average

tracer concentration ratio measured by the samplers times the time interval, i.e.,

Area --- C_(ta2 -tal )

Equating the two, dividing by (ta2-tal), and solving for St/Sr gives

St/Sr = Ct tat ta2_ taI

-16-
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where C_[ ta2 is the ocPDCH rado from the analysis of a single sample collected from tal to ta2 or thetal

average of several consecutive samples over the time period of the consecutive samples.

The solution of Eq. (14) for a particular run is effectively the best fit of the data for the assumed z,

starting with a best estimate of C_(to) obtained from the data prior to the fin'st run. Equation (14) is
w

solved by an iterative calculation, assuming a value for St/Sr and then calculating a value until the result

. converges. By solving Eq. (14) over the entire 30-min period of a run, the best value of St/Sr is obtained

which, multiplying by the known Sr value and substituting into E£1. (5) gives the surrogate-module leak

rate. Similarly, solving Eq. (14) over each of the individual sample periods provides an estimate of the

uncertainty on the overall fit.

Building Volume and Turnover Time

The data from the initial buildup of the reference tracer concentration which started at 0930 can be

used to calculate the volume of the building, VB, and the air turnover time, x. Since, for short periods

(1 to 2 h), the exfiltration rate can be considered constant, i.e., RE(t) = RE, Eq. (1) can be integrated,

yielding_ for an initial reference tracer concentration of zero,

Ct(t) = S___E(1_ e-t/x ) (15)

where, as before, x is VB/RE. The exponential expansion of Eq. (15) is

Ct(t)= S'_E( t lt2 lt3 1'_ 2 Z'2+6_-_d-''"

which, for short times (t/'t:< 0.5), can be approximated by just the first two terms of the expansion.

Dividing by x and factoring gives

--_=_-- - =a-bt (16)
t RE't
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!which is the equation for a straight line. Since

Sr Sr
a =----- = ---- (17)

J RE% VB
J
I

Eq. (17) can be used to calculate the volume of the building from the intercept since Sr is known, Also, ,'_ .

from F..q.(16),

a
- = (18)
b

Thus, Eq. (18) can be used to calculate x from the slope and the intercept.

To use the data collected for time greater than t/'e of 0.5 (which, in this study, since '_ was about

0.4 h, meant the maximum t would be 0.2 h or 12 rain, i.e., only one 10-rain BATS sample or two 6-rain

DTA samples), it was shown(7) that an adjusted Cr(t)/t value can be used to give

Adjusted------ =Cr(t)t C(t)t a[( 1- e-t/xlx-,t +---12xlt]

=a-br (19)

The fast two or three data poir,.'_are used in Eq. (16) to obtain estimates of a and x, which are then

, substituted into Eq. (19) to calculate an adjusted Cr(t)/t, which is then plotted versus time to obtain

better estimates of a and '_, Repeated calculations result in a unique solution for x, from Eq. (18), and

VB, from Eq. (17), and their uncertainties. The values of x and VB can then be used in the integral and

derivative solutions, respectively, for the surrogate-module leak rate determinations.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the results of the calibration of the DTA, the analytical corroboration of the

leaking tracer concentration and the composition of the reference tracer, the DTA and BATS analyses

from the January 25, 1991, test, and the computation of the building volume and the surrogate-module
a

leak rates for the four test runs.

DTA CALIBRATION

A gas standard was prepared by placing gravimetrically calibrated permeation-type PFT sources

into a 2.70-L plastic container for a known period of time at a known temperature to produce a knownI
concentration mixture of the following tracers:

PlZT Type PMCP PMCtt ocPDCH ptPDCH

Rate for 1 @ 22"C, hL/rain 32.8 17.2 5.52 8.25

No. of sources 1 2 4 6

Time in container, rain 25 see 1 1 1

Concentration, pL/mL 5.06 12.73 8.18 18.33

Elution time, min 1.55 2.35 3.8 5.4

Using syringes, aliquots of the above mixture from 0.01 to 10 mL were injected into the DTA; at
'1

i, , 4

least two samples of the,!sime size were analyzed consecuuvely so that both traps A and B would be
calibrated (the response 0f_:ach is slightly different). A typical chromatographic response is shown in

Figure 5 for a 0.1 mL sarnpi_'_of a similar, but slightly different mixture. The four PFr peaks are clearly
d

shown; that labeled PMES is actually a combination of otPDCH and pcPDCH, the other isomer "halves"

of the ortho- and para-PDCH tracers which are not quantified because they are not separately resolved.

The complete results of the calibration performed on February 12, 1991, are shown in Table I. For

each PFT, its quantity, v(pL), response height, H (volts), and height-to-quantity ratio, H/v (V/pL), are

tabulated for each sample analyzed. The calibration curve is linear up to slightly over 2 volts (i.e., about

20 pL) when H/v is plotted versus H as ahown by an example for ocPDCH on trap B (cf. Figure 6).
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Figure 5, DTA responseto 0,I mi_,sample of a
PFr' stand.d,
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Table 1.

DTA CaLibration of 2/12/91
T

R T| HE SAHPLE PMCP PMC;H ocPOCH ptPOCH

A ]nj. ANAL. VOL.,mL QTY,pl. Ht,voLts H/v,V/pt. QTY,pt. Ht,voLts H/v,V/p4. QTY,pL Ht,voLts HIv,V/pL QTY,pt. Ht,voLts H/v,V/p
P

#

14:15
A 15:37 15:42 0.01 0.0466164 0.0228 0.489099 0.117278 0.0208 0.177356 0.07536 0.024 0.318471 0.168869 0.0186 0.11014
A 15:25 15:30 0.03 0.1415374 0.0659 0.465601 0.356081 0.0662 0.185913 0.228809 0.0764 0.333902 0.512723 0.0586 0.11429

• A 15:13 15:18 0.05 0.2387434 0.1126 0,471636 0.600633 0.1084 0.180476 0.385953 0.1246 0,322837 0.864855 0.0o72 0.11238
A 15:01 15:06 0.05 0.2616256 0.1!27 0.666424 0.607884 0.1106 0.181943 0.39061;_ 0.1256 0,321547 0.875296 G.0985 0.11253

A 17:01 17:06 0.1 0.4286054 0..201 0.468963 1.07829 0.1878 0.174165 0.692884 0.2155 0,311019 1.552636 0.172 0.11077
A 16:49 16:54 0.1 0.4337796 0.203 0.66798 1.091307 0.1892 0.17337 0.701249 0.218 0,310874 1,57138 0.178 0,11327

' A 15:49 15:54 0.1 0.4606031 0.2168 0.470687 1.15879 0.2055 0.17734 0.764611 0.2.32 0.311572 1.668548 0.1825 0.10937
A 14:49 14:54 0.1 0.48908.52 0,2279 0.665972 1.230446 0.218 0.177172 0.790655 0.243 0.30734 1.771726 0.1938 0.10938
A 14:38 14:42 0.1 0.4944968 0.2357 0.476648 1.264055 0.225 0.18086 0.799401 0.246 0.307731 1.791322 0.199 0.11109

A 14:27 14:30 0.1 0.4999643 0.2234 0.446832 1.257815 0.2315 0.184049 0.808243 0.25 0.309313 1.811135 0.205 0.11318
A 16:01 16:06 0.3 1.3653266 0.5811 0.425612 3.434903 0.554 0.161285 2,207188 0.6065 0,274784 4.945936 0.499 0.10089
A 16:13 16:18 1 4.496802 _ 1.494 0.332236 11.3131 1.445 0.127728 7.269534 1.555 0.213906 16.2898 1.34 0.0822
A 16:25 16:30 2.5 11.107907 2.345 0.211111 27.94539 2.33 0.083377 17.95705 2.5 0.139221 40,23872 2.175 0.05405
A 16:37 16:42 10 43.87969 5.79 0.131952 110.:393 5.67 0.051362 70.93594 6.205 0,087473 158.9555 5.495 0.03456

B 15:31 15:36 0.01 0.0668969 0.0224 0.47764_ 0,117984 0,0214 0.181381 0.075814 0.0242 0.319204 0.169885 0.0195 0.11478
B 15:19 15:24 0.03 0.1423892 0.0654 0.459305 0.358224 0.0628 0.175309 0.230186 0.0727 0.315831 0.515809 0.0568 0.11011
B 15:07 15:12 0.05 0.2401802 0,1104 0.459655 0.604268 0.1038 0.171784 0.388276 0.1198 0,308564 0.87006 0.094 0.10803
B 14:55 15:00 0.05 0.2430797 0.1168 0.472273 0.611542 0.1071 0.175131 0.392963 0.1229 0,31275_. 0.880564 0,0978 0,11106
8 16:55 17:00 0.1 0.4309692 0.1975 0.458269 1.084237 0.1802 0.1662 0.696705 0.2158 0,309744 1.561199 0,1678 0,10748
B 15:43 15:68 0.1 0.4631434 0.2066 0.446082 1.165181 0.1965 0.168643 0.748718 0.227 0.303185 1.677751 0.1818 0.10835
B 14:43 14:48 0.1 0.4920285 0.223 0.453226 1.23785 0.2105 0.170053 0.795414 0.238 0.299215 1.782388 0.1925 0.1080C

8 14:32 14:36 0.1 0.4974707 0.232 0.466359 1.251542 0.218 0.174185 0.804212 0.242 0.300916 1.802102 0,1985 0.11014
8 14:20 14:24 0.1 0.5034763 0.2314 0.459605 1.266651 0°2245 0.177239 0.81392 0.2_15 0.296712 1.823858 0.2025 0.11102
8 15:55 16:00 0.3 1.3735432 0,5544 0.403628 3.455574 0.509 0.147298 2.220471 0.57 0,256702 4.97570¢_ 0.473 0.09506

8 16:07 16:12 1 4.5238639 1.461 0.322954 11.38118 1.38 0.121253 7.313282 1,495 0.204423 16,387_ _.29 0.0787_
B 16:19 16:24 2.5 11,174755 2.329 0.208416 28.11356 2.23 0.079321 18.06512 2.395 0.132576 4_.48088 2,1 0.05187

8 16:32 16:36 10 44.099638 5.645 0.128006 110.9663 5.635 0.05079 71.29151 6,165 0,086476 159.7522 5.48 0.0343C
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In use, the height of an unknown peak is divided by the H/v corresponding to that height, to obtain the

quantity of tracer which, divided by the sample volume, gives concentration.

The calibration of the laboratory chromatograph system is beyond the scope of this report and is

described in detail elsewhere.(3)

TRACER SOURCE ANALYSES

The two primary tracers used in this study were the leaking tracer, ocPDCH, prepared as a standard

in a small cylinder for filling the surrogate-module at the test site and the reference tracers, pt PDCH and

PMCP. For this study, the ptPDCH was selected as the reference to work up the data primarily because

it is better resolved on the DTA than is PMCP.

Leaking Tracer Analysis

The PFT composition of the surrogate-module leak.ing tracer was analyzed both on the DTA and

the laboratory GC system. The response to the analysis of three consecutive samples on the DTA is

shown in Figure 7. The.comparison of the expected PFT concentrations versus that obtained from the

laboratory GC is

..... Concentration, _L/L (p.pm)

PMCH ...... ocPDCH ...... ptPDCH ,

Laboratory GC: 0.476 4.27 0.0488

Expected: 0.216 4.18 0.0369

The laboratory GC analysis results were used in ali calculations rather than the expected composition

based on the dilution from a 10-fold higher concentration standard since its analysis was uncertain.

However, the agreement for ocPDCH was excellent in any regard. There was a significant discrepancy

only for the PMCH which could have served as an alternative reference tracer but was not evaluated in

- this study; it w_s present at about 11.1% of the o_;PDCH. Note also that ptPDCH, the reference tracer,

was present at about 1.14% of the ocPDCH. Since the reference tracer concentration in the building air

was always much higher than that of the leaking tracer, no correction was necessary.
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Reference Tracer Compositions and Source Rate

The pure tracers used to make the reference tracer permeation sources were previously analyzed to

have the following composition:

Concentration, % b_,volume

• ,..... PFT Source T_e ..... PMCP pMCH .... ocPDCH ptPDCH _,

PMCP 89,0 .........
d

pPDCH ...... 0.15 55.04

The balance of the above compositions included isomers and other components not of interest.

Since the ratio of oc/pt in the pPDCH was 0.00273, a correction was applied to the ocPDCH

measurement data to account for the small amount coming from the reference tracer rather than just the

"leak" from the surrogate-module tracer source.

The source rates for the reference PFTs were

Rate at 22"C

. .,T_rpe Code Quantity nL/min for! Sr, nI.,/h @ qty, .

PMCP 8I 1 32.8 1968 + 157

ptPDCH 5F 10 8.25 4950 + 396

A temperature of 22"C in the building was assumed throughout the late morning and early afternoon for

this study. The rate at other temperatures can be computed by assuming a zkH,/Rof 3400 cN/mole, if

desired. That activafiort energy gives a response of Sr to a temperature change equivalent to 4%/'C;

thus, a temperature uncertaihty of.'L2"C gives an Sr uncertainty of +8%.

DTA AND BATS ANALYSES

. The analysis results and the derivative fit of the data to Eq. (4) in order to compute leak rates are

shown in Table 2 for the DTA and Tables 3 and 4 for tlae two BATS units. The ocPDCH concentrations

shown have been corrected for the contribution from the reference tracer, which contained 1.14% of the

ptPDCH as ocPDCH. A discussion of the derivative fit results is presented later, this section only

presents the analytical results and discussion of related observations,
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Table 2. DTA analysis and derivative fit
leak rate results.

T
R TIME SAMPLE I ........ plcottter=/ttter .......... I dC/dt dCtdt (oGlpt) dC/dt(pt)dCtdt(oc) nL(oc) Leak

ANAL-3mtnVOLUME PMCP PMCH ocPOCH ptF_CH oc/pt (ocPOCH) (ptPOCH) *$r(pt) *oclpt *VOL /mtn (mt/mtn)*rot

p (L)
B 10:40 1.24 0.00431 0.274228 0.015716 0.00033 .0.00103 1.296543 -0.07495 1,532648 2.904144 0.680127
A 10:66 1.24 0.06326 0.005643 0.006829 0.231938 0.029443 -3.1E-OS .0.00422 2.429066 -0.57792 -0,14251 2.864476 0,670837

0.001801 0.003942 0.223574 0.017631 -0.00035 .0.00211 1.454584 -0.17322 -1.62601 0.001786 0.000418B 10:52 1.24
A 10:58 1.24 0.062875 0.007524 0.002633 0.206584 0.012745 -0.00018 -0.00026 1.051425 -0.01427 -0.82482 0,240868 0.056409 .

ii 11:04 1.24 0,00142 0.220685 0.006436 0.001195 0.003076 0.530944 0.092001 5.556473 5.995416 1.404079
A 11:10 1.24 0.068348 0.002351 0.006797 0.243476 0.027919 0.00071 0.002772 2.303278 0.359814 3,299443 5.242907 i.227847

0,001801 0.00_35 0,253944 0,039123 0,000358 -0,0009 3.227612 -0,16326 1.665548 5.056425 1.184174ii 11:16 1.24

A 11:22 1.24 0,065063 0.00188 0.011096 0.2]2706 0.047681 -3,2E-05 -0.00379 3.933682 -0.84125 .0.14814 4.626788 1,083557 -
ii 11,28 1.24 0.001351 0,009553 0.208413 0.045835 -0.00021 -0.00038 3.781398 -0.08193 -0.97224 2.891094 0,67"/071

A 11:34 1.24 0.04853 0.(]07524 0.033575 0.228093 0.147201 0.002893 0.002227 12.14405 1.524262 13.45196 24.07175 5.63741:3
0.0018010.046594 0.235136 0.1981560.002917-0.0014116.34786 -1.29_7 13.56392 31.209657,309051B 11:40 1.24

A 11:46 1.24 0.0668_ 0.008936 0.068579 0.211191 0.324726 0.002649 .0.00448 26.78989 -6.76316 12.31942 45.87247 10.74;_97
ii 11=52 10.88 0.01083 0.078386 0.181388 0.4321/.3 0.001329 -0.00404 35.65182 -8.11491 6.178832 49.94556 11,69685
A 11:58 12,81 0.009384 0.002643 0.02633 0.078679 0.309227

a 12:04 2.05 0.003541 0.076017 0.222187 0.342129 .0.00054 0.008153 28.22565 12.97031 -2.52057 12.73477 2.982382
A 12:10 1.2/*0.0601/.20.0108180.073577 0.258874 0.28422 -0,002010.00055823./.48150.737089 -9.34805 13.363023.129513

0.0035360.051893 0.228,8790.226725 -0,002360.001613 18.704781,489738 -I0,97636.2.387791,461072ii 12:16 1.58
A 12:22 1.24 0.064699 0.099236 0.045251 0.275831 0.164055 -0.00144 0.002149 13.53454 1.639425 -6.71506 5.180052 1.213127
B 12:28 1.26 0.001351 0.034563 0.254668 0.135719 -0.00145 0.001157 11.19684 0.730384 -6.73436 3.7321 OoS"U:O_F_

A 12:34 1.24 0.079501 0.008465 0.036893 0.289719 0.12734 -0.00176 -0.00042 10.50554 -0.25 .8.17592 2.579618 0o60t_1_.6
ii 12:40 1.2/, 0.002701 0.028981 0.249602 0.116107 -0.00107 -0.00379 9.578861 -2.04592 -4.98532 6.639465 1.5_/_91

A 12:_+6 1.24 0.064152 0.017409 0.155518 0.244245 0.63673 0.017028 -0.00036 52.53019 -1.07114 79.181/.3 132.7828 31.09666
ii 12:52 1.24 0.018475 0.23332 0.24526 0.951315 0.010542 0.000137 78.4835 0.608253 49.0212.3 126.8965 29.71815
A 12:58 1.24 0.0_24
ii 13:04 1.26 0.393219
A 13:10 1.26 0,048141 0.263796
ii 13:16 1.24 0.2/*7769 2.004154 0.214909 9.32561 0.13265 0.02717 769.3628 1178.212 616.82.57 207.9741 48.7058.8
A 13:22 1.2/* 0.109845 0.192326 1.591803 0.326043 /*.88219 -0.1301 -0.01791 402.7807 -406.575 -604.942 204.4129 /*7.87188
B 13:28 1.2/, 0.042865 0.443012
A 13:34 1.24 0.008465 0.10071 0.0379 2.657281 -0.00669 0.004154 219.2256 51.33138 -31.0884 136.8058 32.0388.3
ii 13:60 1.24 0.004503 0.070624 0.049851 1.416704 -0.00595 -0.00063 116.8781 -4.16543 -27,6739 93.3696 21.86642

A 13:46 1.24 0.029293 0.030312 0.96639 -0.00395 -0.0()17879.72716 -8,00875 -18.3645 69.3716 16.2/.623
B 13:52 1.24 0.001351 0.0232]2 0.028464 0.81617 -0.0003 0.002604 67.33404 9.125484 -1.37907 56.82969 13.30901

A 13=58 1.24 0.025734 0.059166 0.434951 0.000339 0.002734 35.88349 5.529249 1.576675 31.93092 7./*T_66

ii 14:04 1.24 0.029749 0.061271 0.485535 0.035064 0.003361 40.05664 7.589284 163.0456 195.5129 /*5.78757
A 1/,:10 1.2/, 0.018822 0.187535 0.099503 1.884714 0.026509 0.003217 155.4889 28.19784 123.2685 250.5596 58.6"7907

ii 16_16 1.24 0.0397 0.347861 0.09988 3.482778 0.034257 0.006303 287.3292 102.0845 159.2943 344.5389 80.68828"

A 14:22 1.2/* 0.0/*7052 0.063675 0.598617 0.175145 3.417836 0.018634 0.004903 281.9714 77.92058 86.64879 290.6996 (>8.07954
0.0632/* 0.571/.71 0.158715 3.600622 .0.00452 0.001597 297.0513 26.7362/* -21.0381 2/*9.277 58.378699 14:28 1.2/*

A 14:34 1.2/*0.0519550.0778830.738406 0.196308 3.800191 0.0054840.004683 313.515882.74989 25.50075 256.266760.01561"

14:40 1.2/* 0.08502/* 0.77131 0.216909 3.58901/* 0.004459 0.000222 296.0937 3.710276 20.73232 313.1157 73.3292
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DTA Analyses

The results in Table 2 are grouped according to the particular period--just before the first run, then

run numbers 1, 2, and 3, then the overdosing of ocPDCH period from about 1246 through the building

air purge period, the period just before run no. 4, and then mn no, 4 from 1404 to about 1440. The first

" column shows which trap the sample was collected on for the 6-min cycle and the next column is the

mid-time for the collection period which is equivalent to the start of the analysis minus 3 rain. The

sample volume was usually 1.24 L except for the few samples near the end of run no. 2 (1152 to 1158)

when the higher pumping rate was tested.

The concentration found for the four tracers are shown next. The chromatograms of the 5 samples

collected during run no. 1 (1104 to 1I28) are shown in Figure 8 and the 4 for run no. 2 (1134 to 1158),

Figure 9. The small ocPDCH concentration of 0.00142 pL/L measured for the 1104. sample is reflected

in the small peak, so labelled, for the chromatogram in Figure 8. By the next chromatogram, the

ocPDCH peak at the 4-min location has clearly grown as it has by the next analysis of the 1116 sample.

The peak heights, in inches, are marked just above the peaks; the increasing concentration is reflected by

the data in Table 2.

For run no. 2, the first analysis (the 1134 sample in Figure 9) clearly shows the rapid increase in

the ocPDCH peak. The sample at 1152 shows a substantial increase in the size of the peak (a height

increase of 5.13/1.29 = 4.0 times a gain reduction of 2.5 gave a 10-fold increase) because the sample

volume was increased about 10-fold for that and the subsequent run (trap A was not as efficient as trap B

at the higher sampling rate).

Clearly, even from the chromatograms without any further analysis, leak rates in the range of the

0-10 mL/rain transducer were readily apparent in less than one-half hour.

BATS Analyses

The results of the two BATS unit analyses are displayed in Tables 3 and 4 in a similar way to the

DTA results. The BATS were analyzed on the laboratory GC system at Brookhaven which is a

completely automated system including a PE Nelson data acquisition and integration system which
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greatly enhances both the resolution of the different PF'Ts and the limits of detection. Examples of the

chromatograms from run nos. 1 and 2 and a demonstration of the systems ultimate detection capability,

available from these results, ts given tn Appendix A. lt is this system that Brookhaven is proposing to

build for NASA for the future certification of ali SSF modules.(8)

The first column in Tables 3 and 4 gives the computerized data system file number for each sample

analysis, a total of 23 for each BATS which is the total number of tubes in each lid assembly, The next

column is the mid-time in hours of the collected samples, which were 15 minutes in duration until 1100,

the start of the f'a'st run, and of 10-rain duration thereafter, The next four columns are the 4 PFT

analyses results followed by the oc-to-pt PDCH ratio, C_ ,which is used to portray the results in Figures

1 to 4 as well as to calculate the leak rates.

BATS near DTA (File 7337B_. The f'LrStsample collected from 0900 to 0915 and the se'cz,nd from

0915 to 0930 should have had ambient PFT levels since no tracer was in the building at )he time,

Indeed, the PMCH and ocPDCH in the f'trst sample are at ambient (3.5 and 0.25 tT.dL, respectively) but

the ptPDCH and the PMCP (the reference tracers used in this test) are both about 3 to 4 times their

ambient background levels, implying that some of their vapors got into the building either because the

car containing the sources was parked just outside on the upwind side of the building, because the car's

occupants carried PF-T-laden air into the building (in lungs, etc.--probably unlikely), or the sources were

brought into the building briefly and then back outside before 0900. The ftr,st case would require about

3.7% of the total PFT source strength in the car to be entering the building; the second case would

require about 17L of air from the car to be brought into the building; the last case would require that the

sources were inadvertently brought into the building for about 1 rain.

By the third sample, the ocPDCH level climbed more than 10-fold. But the surrogate module

filled with the ocPDCH standard was not brought into the building until 1030. The only explanation is

that a small amount of the module tagging gas was leaking in from outside during the filling operation.

That this can occur is demonstrated by the 300-fold increase in the ocPDCH building concentration at

12.9 hours because the surrogate module was vented just outside. These observations point out both the

sensitivity of the PDT technology and the care that must be exercised in its use.
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BATS opposite DTA fFile 7338B_, The f=st sample collected with this unit was from 091.5 to

0930, 15 rain after the start of the other BATS. For the same time intervals, the OCPDCH values track

each other on both samples, although the magnitudes are slightly different tr,,.:c:,.,,_seof their different

physical locations in the building; thus the building was not a perfecdy well-mixed single zone,

' On this sampler, retnembertng that the module tagging gas contained about one-tenth as much

PMCH as ocPDCH, the PMCH tracks the ocPDCH quite weil, increasing in runs 1 and 2 when the
lt

ocPDCH increases and decreases, as does the ocPDCH in run number 3, There was occasionally some

deviation of this phenomenon on the sampler near the DTA, because there was some interference with

the PMCP and PMCH analyses on that sampler.

S!milarly, there were two reference tracers, ptPDCH and PMCP, with an emission rate ratio of 2.52

to 1, On this sampler, there ratio as analyzed, excluding the first two samples, was 2.42 + 0.32 through

the noon time sample. After that, the ratio increased because of interference with the PMCP analysis; on

the frrst BATS unit this ratio was also poor because of PMCP interference (the analyses results reported

are too high). No interference was seen on either sampler for the leaking tracer, ocPDCH, or the

reference tracer, p_DCH; thus, they were the tracers of choice for the determination of leak rates.
)

BUILDING VOLUME (V B) AND AIR TURNOVER TIME ('_)

As shown in the theory section on leak quantification, the volume of the building, VB, is needed

for the derivative solution of Eq, (4) and the time for one complete change of air in the building, x, is

needed for the integral solution.

Applying Eq. (19) to the ptPDCH reference tracer results of Files 7338B2 to 7 (samples collected

between 0930, when the source was brought into the building, and 1100) and plotting the adjusted

concentration over time versus time as shown in Fig. 10, gave an excellent linear regression result

Adjusted _ = a- btt

a ---1.0902 _+0.0098

b = 1.4755 :t:0.0114
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with an r2 of 0,999976. This good fit implied that the location across the room from the DTA was a

representative sampling point for this leak quantification study as well as for assessing the air flow

performance of the building.

This volume of the building is, from Eq. (17),

Va = S_r= 4950 ± 396 = 4541 ± 366 m3
a 1.0902 ± 0.0098

p

and the air turnover time is, from Eq. (18),

a
x = --- = 0.3694 ± 0. 0044 h

2b

The volume of the building is, or course, independent of time and the above value can.be used in Eq. (4)

for calculating St for all measurements.

On the other hand, as determined above, x is the average ru'nover time for the period from 0930 to

1100 and may, of course, be variable with time. The integral solution given by Eq. (14) requires an

estimate of an average x for each of the runs. From Eq, (2) at steady state

RE = Sr/C r

and from Eq. (17)

VB = Sr
a

where a is a constant value for ali times since Va and Sr are constant. Substituting into the definition of

the air turnover time

X = VB/RE

gives
Sr Cr Cr

a Sr a
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for each measurement period and

= Ct' (20/
a

where "{and C"rar_ the average _ and average Cr for each run period, respectively. The values

computed from the average of the ptPDCH reference tracer concentrations in Table 4 and substituted

into Eq. (20) for each of the run periods are .

Cr(Pt PDcH)),
Time Period hL/,-'13 _, h

i i --- ,.:. iii l iHi J i i J

0930 - 1100 0.403± 0.006 a 0.369 ± 0.006

1015 - 1100 0.382 ± 0.004 0.350 __+0.005

1100- 1130 0.440 ± 0.034 0.404 ± 0.031

1130 - 1200 0.420:2:0.030 0.385 __.+0.028

1200 - 1230 0.479 ± 0.036 0.439 + 0.033

1405 - 1443 0.401 +0.006 b 0.368 +__0.010

I

a Computed from Eq. (20), Cr = a{
b Adjusted for the 1.14% of ocPDCH as pt PDCH.

The above values of '_are then used in the integral solution for St, for each run period, given by Eq. (14).

Equation (19) was also applied to the PMCP reference tracer results of Files 7338B3 to 7

excluding B6, which was low, giving

a =0.4518 ±0.0114

b - 0.6310 ± 0.0206

which gave

VB= 1968+157 ,=4356±364m 3
0.4518+0.0114

and

a
1:= -- = 0.3580+0.0148 h

2b
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close to the values of VB and x determined from the ptPDCH reference tracer. Thus, the best estimate of

the effective volume of the building is
,,

VB = 44505:260 m 3

• A similar attempt to use the BATS data from the unit near the DTA (File 7337B) would not result

in a linear fit to Eq. (19). The average reference tracer concentration from 1100 to 1230 for the BATS

across the room was 0.446 + 0.030 aL/m3, whereas for the BATS near the DTA, the average ptPDCH

concentration was 0.295 5:0.007 nL/m3. This large significant difference was due to a local dilution of

ali the tracer concentrations near the DTA by local infiltration of outside air at that location. Thus, the

ratio of oc to ptPDCH was not affected by this dilution and the proper time constant, z, at that location

was the same values used for the BATS across the room, not those attempted to be derived from a

biased, non-representative sampling location.

The average ptPDCH concentration from the DTA was 0.237 5:0,015 nI.,/m3, about 20% less than

that from the BATS near the DTA. This difference, which did not affect the oc-to-ptPDCH ratio which

was the same for both instruments, was partly the result of a change in the efficiency of the DTA traps

between the test and the calibration in February. The DTA trap had been contaminated by an overdose

of ocPDCH from a leak in the leaking standard cylinder in the same trunk with the DTA during the

return shipment• The traps required an extensive bakeout which cleared them of the ocPDCH

contamination but also changed (increased) their efficiency. Additionally, there was a question about

the absolute magnitude of the standard need to calibrate the DTA but not the relative response between _

tracers. The absolute magnitude of the laboratory GC system response,which is reflected in the absolute

magnitude of x is k _own to within +_5to -t"10%.

SURROGATE-MODULE LEAK RATES

The leak rates during the four runs were computed from the two procedures described earlier--the

derivative fit and the integral fit to the fundamental leak rate Eq. (4) to obtain St followed by

substitution in Eq. (5) to calculate the surrogate-module leak rate, Rr. As a review, the information

derived in the earlier sections which is needed to solve Eq. (4) for the derivative fit or Eq. (14) for the

li|t1,.,_lr,.Itl tit lO
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Sr - 4950 5:396 nL/h

VB - 4541 5:366 m3

The turnover times, t, are specific for each period of the integral fit and are given in the previous section.

This section will give the results for the DTA data and the BATS data.

DTA-D_termined Leak Rates . "

The DTA data in Table 2 (see DTA and BATS Analysis Section) was used to calculate the

surrogate-module leak rate by both methods. .After the column giving the oc/pt ratio are the derivatives

for both the ocPDCH and ptPDCH obtained from the appropriate equations--either Eqs. (8), (9), or (10).

The next three columns give the computed values for the three terms of Eq. (4) and the next to the last

column--nL(oc)/min, is St, the rate of the leaking tracer. The time base in these data are minutes.

Finally, the last column gives Rr, the module air leakage rate (mldmin).

Because the reference tracer concentration is essentially at steady state, the middle term containing

dCr(pt)/dt should be small compared to the other two terms. Also, the flu'st term, SrCt(t)/Cr(t), should

dominate toward the end of runs 1, 2, and 4, when the leaking tracer concentration is approaching steady

state from below. This is generally seen to be the case.

The leak rates shown in the last column, grouped according to the run period, were averaged as

shown in Table 5. Also shown is the steady state solution estimate using Eq. (7) on the last two points in

each run period and the results of the integral fit solution using Eq. (14). As mentioned earlier, the

steady state solution is just an estimate which, in this case, is reasonably good. The integral fit, because

it makes use of ali the data collected in a single period, should be the more reliable result.

BATS-Determined Le_ Rates

The BATS data results are shown in Table 3 and 4. Again, for each run, the middle term of Eq. (4) .

is small compared to the first and third terms and, as steady state is approached, the first term becomes

more significant than the third.
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Table 5

Leak Rates from Real-Time Analyzer (DTA) Results

Run No. Time Period _ S!eady State _ Integral Fit __ Derivative Fit

1037-1101 0.29 4-0.07 -0.08 + 0.17 0.35 + 0.37

• 1 1101-1131 0.90 4-0.03 1.35 4-0.10 1.12 :t:0.27

2 1131-1201 8.35 11.24 2:2.06 8.85 4- 2,85

3 1201-1231 2.54 2:0,11 -0.53 4-0.54 1.93 4- 1.05

1343-1405 2.10 2:0.33 1.61 4-0,37 12.3 5:4.5

4 1405-1443 63.4 5:2.0 82.8 5:7.9 66.5 5:9.2

The leak rates from the programmable samplers are summarized in Table 6. Because the
d

laboratory GC system is several orders of magnitude more sensitive and precise than the DTA, the

agreement between the integral fit- and derivative fit-results is much better.

There is an additional column in the BATS tables, the 6th from the end, labeled Rv(t)(ptPDCH), '

which is actually the exfiltration rate, RE, computed from Eq. (2). Note that during runs 1 and 2, RE

averages 314 5:13 m3/min for the BATS near the DTA and 190 4-31 m3/min for the BATS across the

room. As mentioned before, the 65% higher exfiltration rate near the DTA site is most likely due to the

local dilution of the air at this site by nearby inleakzge of outside air; several large vents were located on

the upwind wall just behind the DTA site.

This factor of 1.65 difference in calculated ventilation rates does not, however, manifest itself in

the calculation of the surrogate-module leak rates, because the latter depends on the ratio of the oc- to

. pt.concentrations. Thus, for both the integral fit and the derivative fit results, there is no statistically

significant difference between the two BATS. This is a very important attribute of the tracer technique

for determining leak rates.
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Table 6

Leak Rates from Programmable Sampler (BATS) Results

Leak Rate _d Standard Deviation, mL/min

Run No. ....... Time Period Stead_, state Integral Fit Derivative Fit

BATS near DTA:

1000-1100 0.22 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.07 "

1 1100-1130 0.93 1.31 ± 0,06 1.16 ± 0.09
q

2 1130-1200 7.43 10.29 ± 0.70 9,29 ± 1.50

3 1200-1230 2.45 ± 0.69 -0.47 + 0.02 1.28 ± 0.68

BATS across room'

1015-1100 0.10 ± 0,01 0.09 ± 0,00 0.08 ± 0,02

1 1100-1130 0.83 1.22 ± 0.03 1.20 ± 0.21

2 1130-1200 6.90 9.65 ± 0.49 9.35 ± 1.39

3 1200-i230 1.73 ± 0.28 -0.42 ± 0.03 -0.84 ± 0.62

Discussion of Leak Rate Results

Six calculational determinations were made of the leak rates set by Boeing during each of the three

morning runs and two (by the DTA only) of the afternoon run. The determinations were not entirely

independent since the same set of data was used in two ways--the integral fit and the derivative fit.

The results were averaged, weighted by their respective uncertainties, and are shown in Table 7.

Assuming that the pre-Run No. 1 leak rate of 0.09 mL/rain persisted at least into run no. 1, then it should

be subtracted from the flu'strun. The best measurement of the leak rates for runs I and 2 are then

1.15 ± 0.09 and 9.8 ± 0.7 mL/rain, i.e., very near 1 and 10 mL/mim The uncertainty of these values is

about ± 5 to ± 7%, about as good as this technology can provide for precision and accuracy.

For run no. 3, it appears that Boeing entirely closed the "leak". The small calculated negative flow

rate reflects the difficulty in determining such a change in leak rate in such a short period of time

(30 rain), which is also an unrealistic leak rate determination scenario.
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Table 7.

Best Determination of the Surrogate-Module Leaks

Run No. Time Period Leak Rate, a mL/min _

1000 - 1100 0.09 ± 0.07
'w

1 1100- 1130 1.24 ± 0.06 (±5%)

2 1130- 1200 9.82 ± 0.69 (±7%)
l

3 1200 - 1230 -0.45 ± 0..25

1343 - 1405 1.7 ± 2.3

4 1405- 1443 75.9 ± 6.1 (:t:8%)

a Standard deviation-weighted mean of ali results.

Run no. 4 was performed after the building was accidentally overdosed more than 100-fold with

the leaking tracer. In addition, the determination was only made with the less-precise DTA. Thus, the

8% uncertainty in the calculated flow rate of about 76 mL/rain is not unreasonable.

Brookhaven is anxious to learn of the comparison of these tracer-determined leak rates with the

actual settings as performed by Boeing.

LEAK PINPOINTING

Once a Leakrate greater than the specification is detected in a particular module zone, then

techniques must be implemented to pinpoint the location in order to diagnose the problem and facilitate

repairs and/or modifications.

Pinpointing, which was not demonstrated during the January 25, 1991, test, can be performed in
lp

stages. Further compartmentalizing followed by DTA testing could rapidly localize the region of the

leak. In addition, passive sampling could be implemented at many locations along suspected seals;

several hours later or the next day analyses would point to hot spots. Such testing would be done in the

absence of air mixing (fans off).
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Subsequently, the Brookhaven real-time continuously operating perfluorocarbon sniffer (COPS)

with a lO-second response time could then be used to pinpoint the exact location. Specially molded

devices oould be used with the COPS to cover larger sections of seals rather tlaan relying solely on

manual pinpointing which could be operator-biased.
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CONCLUSIONS

The leak detection demonstration performed at MSFC on January 25, 1991, successfully

demonstrated that leaks as small as 1 mL/rain (0.06 L/h or 0,017 mL/s) could be rapidly detected with a

real-time analyzer in as little as 30 rain, Subsequent analysis of collected samples confu'med the real-
w

time instrument results and showed that an overall accuracy and precision of about 5:10 to _+15%is

. attainable with the PFT technology.
/

A section on the theory of ieak quantification showed that, although leak rates could be quantified

even when the system had not attained steady state tracer concentrations, the solutions are much more

tedious and prone to greater error. The sampler steady state solution can be applied by just collecting

data from about the third to fifth hours after the module testing has Commenced, Self-checking of the

tracer-determined leak rates was provided by applying the tracer model to the determination of the

building volume, estimated to be 4450 + 260 m3, close to the physical size.

The leak rates in the four run periods were found to be 1.15 :t:0.09, 9.8 5: 0.7, and -014± 0.3

mL/rain for the first three runs, consistent with the use of the 0 to 10 mL/rain transducer and 76 + 6

mLJmin for the fourth run which used the 0 to I00 mL/rain transducer.

Appendix A showed that the present limit-of-detection of the Brookhaven laboratory GC for the

determination of the leaking tracer, ocPDCH, is about 0.05 fL, that is, about 0.05 x 10"15 liters. This is

about 100-fold better than the present version of the real-time DTA; this unit can be improved to

approach the laboratory GC capability.

The solution of the leak rate equations applied to a multizone Leak Certification Facility is

provided in Appendix B. The leak rates and their uncertainties can be determined in a one to two hour

period following attainment of steady state, which takes about 3 to 4 hours, The Leak Certification

Facility is described showing that compartmentalized leaks down to a practical limit-of-detection (LOD)

of 0.00002 mL/s (0.000075 L/h) is attainable.

Permeation of tracer or air through elastomer seals on the module is expected to occur at

equivalent leak rates less than the above LOD (cf. Appendix C) and is,•therefore, not of consequence.
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A new concept of seal integrity certification has beenproposed. As shown in Appendix D,

examples of high structural integrity leaks have an almost linear dependence of leak rate on pressure

differential. However, leak devices with poor structural integrity have power dependencies on pressure

from 1.5 to 2.5. The concept is proposed to determine the seal integrity on SSF modules by determining

their pressure dependence. Additionally, the magnitude of the leak rates and their dependence on

pressure c_ also be rapidly determined while subjecting the module to other external force-generating

parameters such as vibration, torque, solar gain, etc.
! ,t

ha conclusion, the PFT technology has already introduced a new specification capability for leak

rate certification that exceeds the previous specification by 5 orders-of-magnitude. A new specification

of seal-integrity certification holds the promise of even greater safety and reliability for the future Space

Station Freedom.
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APPENDIX A

GC DETECTION CAPABILITY FOR PFTs

When using tracers to measure leak rates, the better the limit-of-detection (LOD) of the analysis

' system the smaller the leak that canbe measured and' the more-rapidly the determination canbe made.

This ability to rapidly "see" the leaking tracer from a small surrogate-module leak occurring in the large
e, J

building of this test using the laboratory GC system will be shown in this section, The capability being

demonstrated here is an indicator of the system that can be employed for future leak certification of the

SSF modules.

This appendix shows the ability to "see" the tracer concentration increasing with time in both runs

1 and 2 and also shows the ultimate limit-of-detection for the leaking tracer, using both the DTA and the

laboratory GC system. The latter information will be used in the next appendix on the determination of

the practical limits for surrogate-module leak detection in a real scenario,

CHROMATOGRAMS
,, q

The samples collected by the programmable Brookhaven AtmosphericTracer Samplers (BATS)

during the module leak detection demonstration were analyzed on the laboratory GC in the Tracer

Technology Center at Brookhaven. The figures that follow are of the resulting chromatograms for runs

1 and 2 from the BATS located across the room from the DTA (data file 7338B), since it was shown to

be the more representative sampling location. However, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 for these two runs,

although the ocPDCH at the DTA site is, on average, 0.70 :i:0.10 of that at the site across the room, the

oc/pt ratio for the two sites, respectively, is identical (1.03 :i:0.12); thus, the chromatograms from the

" BATS unit across the room can be directly compared to the DTA chromatograms shown in Figures 8

and 9.

The window of the chmmatograms chosen to be shown, from 3,3 to 6,0 rain, includes the peak for

the le_ing tracer, ocPDCH (the first named peak) and that for the reference tracer, ptPDCH (the third

named peak). The middle peak, pcPDCH, is ihe other isomer of the reference tracer;, it is not quantified

because it elutes at close to the same time as the leaking tracer's other isomer, otPDCH.
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Thus, the focus should be on comparing the height of the first peak to the third peak. To facilitate

the comparison, all the plots have been normalized to the same reference peak height. Therefore, the

leaking tracer peak heights have been automatically normalized.

Figure A-1 shows two chromatograms--one from the analysis of the sample collected just before
II

the start of the run and the other from the f'Lrstof the three 10-rain samples collected during the 30-rain

run period; Figure A-2 shows the chromatograms from the 2hd and 3rd (the last) samples of the run.

The growth of the ocPDCH peak (the leaking tracer) is clearly evident,

Comparing these chromatograms to the five 6-rain samples collected by the DTA during the same

run (cf. Figure 8), it appears that the growth of the ocPDCH relative to the ptPDCH is identical; in

actuttlity they are within 10% of each other. One significant difference, however, is the peak resolution,

that is, the degree of' separation of the individual tracer peaks. On the laboratory GC, the ocPDCH is

well-separated from the other PDCH isomers; even the pPDCH, isomers, the 2hd and 3rd peaks, are

completely resolved, which is not the case on the DTA as it currently exists,

B'y a 10-fold amplification of the chromatograms of Figures A-1 and A-2, using the PE Nelson

software which is part of the BNL laboratory GC system, the growth of the ocPDCH is even more

clearly seen (cf. Figures A-3 and A-4). Referring to the text, it was shown th'at this rate of growth

corresponded to a leak rate of about 1.15 mL/min (0.019 mL/s).

In the same way, the three chromatograms from the BATS analyses of run no. 2 (cf. Figure A-5)

can be compared to the five analyses by the DTA in the same period (cf. Figure 9). The growth of the

ocPDCH is readily seen in both figures; also the heights of the oc- and ptPDCH are about equal in the

last 10 minutes as seen by the third chromatogram in Figure A-5 and the average of the last two 6-rain

chromatogram samples in Figure 9.
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Piol of data file: A'?33BBT.PTS
Dale" 03-I S-I 991 Time: 22:58"$7
Sample Name: 2052BNL-NRSA I7342
Start Time = 3.30Sto p Time = B.OSMin. Scale = 5878Ma:x. Scale =
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Plot of data file: A'?33888.PTS
Date" 03- lS-l 991 Time" 23"00"5@
Sample Name; 20S28NL-NASA = I&58
Start Time = 3.30Stop Time = 8.00Min. Scale" 5_78Ma__.___.Scale
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Figure A-I. BATS (opposite DTA) sa.npleanalysis
¢hromato_'amsjust before and '_ter the
start of run no. I.
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Plot of data ?ile: A:7338Bg. PTS
Date: @3-15-1991 Time: 23:03:28
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Plot of data file: A:7338BT.PTS
Date: 03-15-I 991 Time: 23:08:28
Sample Name: 2052BNL-NRSA
Start Time- 3.30Slop ......T..l.me= G.OOMin. Scale= ....S_80Mmx. Scala= $8&8.
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Plot of data file: A:733888.PTS
Oate: 03-IS-I BBl Time: 23: 10: l&
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Figure A-3. Figure A-1 amplified 10-fold.
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Plot of data ?ile: A:733889.PTS
Date: 0,3-15-Ig31, Time: 23:12:01
Sampl_ Name: 20S2BNL-N_SA Sc le S_SMax Scale = 64,71
Start TIMe = 3 30Stop Time = S 00Min. a =

".........I'!\' _.....I"
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Plot of data ?ile" R:7338BIO.PTS
Date: 03-15-1991 Time: 23:I&:33
Sample Name: 20S2BNL-NASA
Start Time: 3.30Stop, Time = 8.02Min. Sc,,a,le= SSS6Max. Scale: 8830
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Figure A-4. Figure A-2 amplified 10-fold.
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Plot of data ?Xle' A;733BBI1.PTS FigureA-5. Three BATS sarnple results from
Bate" 03-1S-IBBI Time: 23:22:SB run no. 2.
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ULTIMATE PFr LIMIT-OF-DETECTION (LOD)

It is obvious from these two runs that the PFr technique can see leak rates of l_ss than 1/100 of the

original NASA leak rate specification of 2 mL/s, but--how much less is the ultimate capability? To

answer that question, the ultimate LOD, or minimum discernible quantity, of the leaking tracer must first

be determined.

This minimum detection capability is different for the two analysis systems used in this test--the

DTA and the laboratory GC system. This section provides an estimate of that capability for both

instruments. That for the current DTA is of academic interest only, since the capability of the laboratory

GC could be provided in an updated DTA.

DTA Minimum Detectable Ouantit7_

Using a definition of the limit-of-detection (LOD) as that quantity whose signal is three time tile

noise level in the region of the signal, it is apparent form Figure 8 that the ocPDCH peaks in the first two

chromatograms are at the LOD. The two noise spikes that appear just before and at the peak elution

time are of a magnitude of about 0.1 inch and the estimated height of the two peaks was 0.04- and 0.14-

inches, respectively, corresponding to about 3 and 10 fL (10 "15 liters), respectively. Thus, the LOD of

the DTA as configured in this text was about 5 fL, limited, in part, by the noise spikes which were due to

the switching of the backflush valve.

Laboratory GC System Minimum Detectable Ouanfitv

The smallest ocPDCH concentration sampled by either of the two BATS used in the NASA leak

detection demonstration occurred on the flu'stsample tube of the unit near the DTA (file 7337B 1 in

'Fable 3) because it was the only sample collected from 0900 to 0915, which was well before any work

commenced with the leaking tracer.

As indicated in the text, this sample was at ambient levels for the PMCH and ocPDCH but 3 to 4

times ambient for the ptPDCH and PMCP, the two reference tracers, because some of their vapors got

into the building ahead of the official installation time of 0930.

In this section, the chromatogram of this sample in the PDCH isomer window (3.3 to 6.0 rain) will

be examined and then the ocPDCH will be used to estimate the laboratory GC system LOD.
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Chromatom'arn of File 7337B1. A peak not resolved in the earlier shown chromatograms of

Figures A- 1 to A-5 is shown in the chromatogram of this sample (of. upper chromatograms of Figure

A-6) at a retention time of 4.90 rain (labelled mcPDCH). This component is present in the ambient air at

about 6.8 + 0.3 fL/L; in the later chromatograms it was masked by the much higher concentrations of the

• nearby pcPDCH peak from the reference tracer. The concentration represented by this peak (after

correcting for a small amount present in the reference tracer) corresponds to 8.8 fL/L, close to the

expected ambient level of 6.8 fL/L.

The ocPDCH concentration of 0.24 fL/L in Table 3 for this sample had been corrected for a

contribution from the reference tracer, the peak actually corresponds to a concentration of about 0.26

fI.A.,. Since the sample volume was 0.8 L, the quantity of ocPDCH represented by the peak is 0.21 fL

(0.2I × 10-15 liters). The upper chromatogram of Figure A-6 was amplified 25-fold using the PE Nelson

software to produce the lower chromatogram. Clearly, 0,21 fL of the leaking tracer is readily

determinable.

Limit-of-Detection (LODe. By electronically expanding the picture around the ocPDCH peak, the

chromatogram of Figure A-7 was produced (about a 50% increase in amplitude but a 3-fold expansion of

the time axis). The baseline shown under the ocPDCH was that drawn automatically by the PE Nelson

software giving a peak area of 88.8 I.tV-seconds, as shown in the table under the chromatogram.

Each horizontal line in the chromatograrn represents 1 I.tV, which is the resolution of the PE

Nelson data acquisition system. The noise at the baseline just before and at the top of the ocPDCH peak

is about + 1 I.tV. This is an enhanced capability of the Brookhaven version brought about by the use of

an analogue electronic energy-inpui variable frequency filter ahead of the digital data acquisition system.

The noise-smoothed peak height for the 0.21 fL quantity is 12 I.tV or 12 times noise. Thus, noise

" corresponds to ± 0.02 fL and the LOD, defined as 3 x Noise (3 _V high), is about 0.05 fL ocPDCH.

This is 100-fold more resolving power than the present DTA.
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• **** EX TERNP_L- STANDARD T_BLE -N... -_- "_
•*****,************* 03-15-1991 23:¢9'23 Version ¢ I **********************
, Sample Name: 2@@SBNL-NF_SA __@; A:73_'/B£ _
, Date: @1-28-1991 09:0&:22 Method: BAIB@F8 03-IS_,-23:36:51 _ 5S ,
, Interface: @ Cycle_: 1 Operator RWG Channel_: @ Uial_: N.F_.

• Starting Peak Width:, 3 Threshold_ .2 Area Threshold: S *_. t. ql..t4t.ltt..lt41._Jl.l.t._t._t._,_'t t''l'_it '1''t_t'_t''I_ ltt.'l't'l'_t_l't "lt'lqtt'qt4"_t'tt'@_t't*_** _****_*_t

, Instrument Type: Uarian GO@@-2&81 (1) Column Type: SPI@00 *
m

, Solvent Description: ,
, Conditions: IG@ C Isotermal
, Detector @' ECO Ni B3 Detector I: None• LPTf : * *
, Misc Informatlon:

Starting Delay: I.@0 Ending retention time: 13.G@
Area reject: S@ One sample per @.300 se_ 5
Amount injected: l.@@ Dilution factor: I.
Sample Weight: I.000000

P[_ REl P[P_ COHEHTRRTIOHtn HO[d't_LIZ[D _[R/ R[F l BETA
HUHTIME NBi[ ,,,, CO_ _RC_ HEIGHTHD_HTOL P[i_ RETTI_ COHC/_ER

...................................... ,oooo:
I,570_CP 23_.0930 3.0810% 23_ 422 S.52 0 I.290 .00001

4 1.890 4965].5910 54.9431X 49654 1484 ]3.S2 1.0000[,_00
S 2,890 5929,1001 g.0509! GB29 208 33,2I I,00_*_
G ].955ocPOCH 80.8000 0.1151% 89 13 G.Tl 0 -,1262 1,0000['_B
7 4,G2SpcPOCH 7878.9548 I0.830% 7879 $73 13,72 0 -,7510 1,0000[*
0 4,900_cPOCH 2965.1907 3.87?S% 2965 257 ll,S2 0 -,406S 1,0000[+,_
9 5,._0piPOCH 3973,G689 5,1%2% 3974 317 12,52 0 -,1855 1,0000[

" IO S.840 221.5G89 0.289?% 22.2 22. 10,22 1.0000[_00
II ?,320 315.1500 0,4121% 31S 13 23,81 1'000_'00

13 8,790 1785.4501 2,_340% 1785 43 12,0 I I,0000['

l0TP,L _0UHT= 75472.5700

- Figure A-7, Chromatogram of ocPDCH showing its
limit-of -detection.
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICAL LIMITS FOR MULTI-LOCATION MODULE LEAK CERTIFICATION

The testing that was performed in the january 25, 1991, surrogate-module leak detection

demonstration was performed on a very small "module" located in a very large, leaky building, Both

ends of the building contained "dead" zones in which the ai','was not well-mixed with the rest of the

open area. Even the mixing in the open area was not perfect; certain locations were biased by the local

influx of outside air,

The purpose of this appendix is to provide some practical guidelines to the manner in which

module leak certification should be performed and to demonstrate how to maximize the ability to "see"

the smallest possible leak in a module in a reasonable period of time, i,e,, a few hours

As shown in the text, the demonstration was performed under time-dependent conditions of

changing concentrations of the leaking tracer. The objective of this appendix is to present brief

descriptions of 1) the advantages of the simplifying steady-state approach, 2) the steady-state multizone

solution and error analysis, 3) the proposed leak certification facility, 4) the dependence on testing

duration, and 5) the optimization of the tracer concentration within the module, The magnitude of leaks

that can be detected as a function of these parameters will be presented in tabular form.

The goal of this appendix is to demonstrate that practical certification of the leak-tightness of

modules to very low rates can be attained in a few hours and that, if the leak specification is not attained,

the ability to find the joint or seal that has failed can be expedited with the multizone capability of the

PFr technology.

ADVANTAGES OF ATTAINING STEADY STATE

As shown in the theory section on leak quantification, the exact solution of the material balance

equation for a leak or leaks occurring into a single zone or volume of a building can be performed by the

derivative or integral fit to Eq. (4), but the steady state solution is much simpler

Rt = CtSr
Cr Cmi (7)

t
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The time to attain steady state is a function of 1:,the turnover time, which was 0.4 tain the recent

demonstration in the 4500-m 3 building, Thus, 95 to 98% of steady state was attained in Just 31:or 41:,

i.e,, 1,2 to 1,6 h, However, whether the time-dependent or steady-state solution is being used, the

models ali assume that the leakingtraceris well-mixed, that is, instantaneously at the sarne

. concentration in ali locations, Since the building was equipped with one floor fan of about 5000 cfm

(150 m3/min) capacity, the time required to mix the air just once in the building was 30 rrdn, At least

three or four complete mixes of the building air would be required to be well-mixed, l,e,, 1,5 to 2 houls,

Hence, one might as well wait that time mad use the simpler steady-state solution,

Lastly, although it could be assumed, the exact solution of the time-dependent equations for the

case of multiple zones is quite extensive and beyond the scope of this report, That for the case of the

steady-state solution in multiple zones will be given next,

STEADY-STATE MULTIZONE SOLUTION

The proposed facility (described in the next section) for quantifying module leak rates will

comprise three zones--one housing each end of the module and a third housing the middle section.

Similar to the January 25, 1991, test, the air in the zone housing the module will be tagged with a tracer,

but since there are three proposed zones, three different reference tracers will be used, so that ali the air

flow rates into the zone from adjacent zones and from outside and ali air flow rates out of each zone into

adjacent zones and into the outside air can be computed,

Again, as in the case of the single zone test, a material balance for the leaking tracer results in N

equations containing three terms--the concentrations of the leaking tracer in each zone (measured), the

interzonal flow rates (calculated above from the zonal tracers), and the unknown source rates of the

. leaking tracer into each zone, which can now be calculated and from which, by dividing by the leaking
i,

tracer's concentration within the module, the rates of the leaks into each zone can be determined.

The purposes of this section is to provide the solution, in matrix notation, to the ventilation flow

rate determinations in the leak facility zones and to their corresponding uncertainties and then to show

how the flow equations are used to solve the mtltrix equation for the leaking tracer rates in each zotle _t_d

their uncertainties.
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The VendlmionSolution and Error Analysis

The ventilationflows_o compumd by [nsertlngthemeasuredreferencetracerconcon_atlonsand

the known reforence tracer omissions rates into the mass balance and flow balance equations for each

zone of the leak facility, In general, for N well-mixed zones, there are N2 mass balance and 2N+l a{.r

flow balanco equations to solve In calculating the ventilation quantities of interest, It can be shown(9)

that the tracer mass balance equations and the air flow balance equations can be combined into the

following single matrix equation for the general N-zone case:

" 1 1 1 e • 1 R00 ROl Ro2 • • R0N 0 0 0 • • 0"

0 (211 CI2 • • CIN R10 Rll -RI2 • (, -RIN Sri Sri 0 • • 0

0 C21 (222 • • C2N R20 -R21 R22 • • -R2N Sr2 0 Sr2 • • 0
= (B-I)• • • • • • • • • , , ,, , • , • , ,

• , , • , • • , • o • • • • • • • •

0 CNI CN 2• • CI_ RN0 -RNi -RN2O • R_4 SrN 0 0 • • SrN

where R0 = rate of air flow from zone i to zone j (t _j, zone 0 = outdoors)

Rit = sum of all air flows into zone i (i > O)

R00 = sum of ali infiltration flows = ER0t

Ctj = concentration of reference tracer i in zonej (Ct0= O)

Sd = source emission rate of the reference tracer in zone j (constant)

Using boldface to denote the matrices, this equation becomes

C r R = Sr (B-2)

which can be solved for the air flow rate by using the identity equation

Cr ICr = I

Left multiplying Eq. (B-2) by tile inverse of the reference tracer concentration matrix, Cr 1 , gives

CrlCr R = R = CrlSr (B-3)

The errors or uncertainties associated with the individual rates in the R matrix were estimato.d

from a first order error analysis.(9) Taking the derivative of Eq. (B-3), it can be shown that
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where AR = matrixventilationflowerrors(standarddeviations),

ASr = matrixofestimatedsourceemissionrateerrorsofthoreferencetracers,

. AC r = matrixofostimatedreferencetracerconcentrationcn'ors,and

CrI = inverseofthereferencetracerconcentrationmatrix.
J

The notation of a matrix squared (o,g., &Srz and (Crl) 2) means to square each element of the matrix,

not to multiply the matrix by itself. Similarly, the square-root notation moans to take, the square root of

each element of the matrix. In addition, the AC r matrix is formed in the same manner as the Cr matrix

except that ali the elements of the first row and first column arc set to 0.

The Leaking Tracer Solution and Error Ann lysis
)

An equation similar to Eq. (B-2) can be written for the leaking tracer:

CtR= St (B-5)

where the matrix dimensions for R in this case is N by N, that is, the first row and first column in Eq.

(B-i)hasbccndropped,Sincethereisonlyoneleakingtracerconcentrationandone totalleakingtracer
(

rateineachzone,definedbyC tandSt,respectively,theyareonerow-byN column-matrices,

respectively.

"lhcdkcctsolutionforSl,thedesiredleakingtracerratesineachzone,canbcobtainedby

substitutingEq.(B-3)intoEq,(B-5)giving

St = CtCrlSr (B-6)

where, as for R above, Cr I and Sr arc the N by N inverse matrix and matrix, respectively, in Eq. (B- 1)

formed by dropping the tint row and first column of each. The module leak rates in each zone arc then

1
R t =--- St

• Cmi

where Crniis the concentration of the leaking tracer inside the module, a constant known value, Note

that the solution only makes use of theconcentrations of the leaking and reference tracers and the source

rates for the reference tracers,
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Again the errors or uncertainties associated with the individual leaking tracer rates can be gotten by

differentiating Eq, (B-6) to give

dS l = dCtCrlSr +C/dCrISr +CtCr Ida r (8-7)

Since the errors of the inverse of the reference tracer concent:ration matrix, i,e,, :iCr I , cannot be

estimated, it is eliminated by using the differential of the identity matrix giving

der I C r + Cr IdC r = 0

Solving by transposing and right-multiplying by Cr I gives

dC; =-C; dC,C?

Substituting into Eq, (B-7) and squaring the individual matrix element terms yields the error expression,

= + + (B-8)

Thus,theoverallerrorintheleakingtracerratesiscomprisedofthreeterms:

Istterm = errorcontributionfromtheleakingtracerconcentrationuncertainties,

2nd term = error contribution from the zonal interdependencies of the le_ facility

combined with the reference tracer concentration uncertainties, and

3rd term = error contribution from the reference tracer source rate uncertainties,

A complete software package can be developed to compute the module leak rates in up to three or

four locations simultaneously along with the uncertainties on those rates,

PROPOSED LEAK CERTIFICATION FACILITY

Equation (7) can be used to optimize the detection of the smallest possible leaks, Substituting

RE = Sr/Cr gives

Rt - CtRE (B.9)Crni

The smallest leak measurement detectable is governed by the smallest leaking tracer concentration

detectable, by minimizing the zonal exfiltration rate (RE), and maximizing the concentration within the
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module (Crni). This section, which addresses the configuration and volume of the zones surrounding the

module, is applicable to minimizing RE.

The exf'fltration rate, which, in the case of a single zone, is a single flow rate or, in the case of

multiple zones, is the sum of all flow rates out of the zone, is minimized by making the zone around the

module smaller which inherently makes it tighter.

Figure B-1 provides a proposed view of the facility needed to minimize the air flow movement in

the zones surrounding the module. A typical 15-foot diameter by 40-foot long module is placed in the

middle of Building 4572, supported about 5-feet above the floor. Tarpaulins (shown by the dashed lines

in Figure B-1) are brought to within 5- to 7-feet of the top, sides, and ends of the module to completely

enclose it. Two extra canvas sheets with appropriately-sized holes to accommodate the diameter of the

module are draped in a way to divide the overall tarpaulin room into three zones--zones 1 and 3

containing the ends of the module with their concomitant seals and zone 2, the middle section of the

module. With this arrangement, the volume of the three zones will be about 300 m3 (+I0%) and,

assuming a practical ACH of 1 h"1for this .arrangement, the minimum RE will be -300 m3/h per zone.

Air mixing within each of the zones will be facilitated by fans below and above the module

operating in a fashion to achieve a circular flow field around the module section as shown in End View

A-A (Figure B-I). This should assure the requirement of the ventilation model, that is, good mixing.

The balance of the building outside the tarpaulin zones will be considered zone 4. While it will

still behave as a leaky zone (during the January test its ACH was 2.5 h'l), it is quite certain that the

tarpaulin zones will have an ACH of 1 h"1 or less, thus minimizing RE. The air in zone 4 will also be

stirred in a cyclic fashion with fans placed to move air as shown in the Plan View of zone 4. Each of

these four zones will be tagged with a different reference tracer, leaving one of the five available PFTs

for use as the leaking trace_

There are several self-checking advantages to this arrangement when using the models to compute

both the ventilation flow rates and the module leak rates. First, because there is physically no

connection between zones I, 2, and 3 and the outside air (barring penetrations in the floor), their

resoective infiltration and exfiltration rates should be zero. Similarly, zone 1 is not in physical contact

with zone 3, so their interzonal rates should be zero. Any deviation from this outside the bounds of the
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respectively computed flow rate uncertainties will point to a need to check the physical structure of the

Leak Certification Facility.

Again, looking at Figure B-1, there is no physical connection between the module and zone 4. The

only way that the leaking module tracer can be present in zone 4 is by air exchange with the other three

zones, which should be accommodated by the zonal reference tracers. Thus, the solution of the module

leak rate into zone 4 should accommodate zero within its uncertainty. Even if it does, the magnitude of

that calculated leak rate will perhaps be an indicator of the minimum reliable leak rate capabiliw, after

correcting for the high air throughput in that zone. If it does not accommodate zero, then the physical

reasons must be ascertained.

This self-checking feature should enhance the overall reliability in the output results, lt can also be

shown that the ultimate reliability will be obtained for a physical zonal configuration in which the

interzOnal flow rates are minimized. Each zone then acts as if it were a single zone. Thus, a large leak

in one zone would less likely mask a small leak in another zone. This is a property of obtaining an

optimal condition number near 1 for the concentration matrix.(9)

LEAK P ATE DETECTABILITY OPTIMIZATION

As shown above, the other two items which inflt,,,,:nce the minimum detectable leak rate capability
i.

are the optimization of the procedures necessary to measure the smallest leaking tracer concentration and

the optimization of the concentration of the leaking tracer in the module. This section will address both

these considerations.

Optimizing the Detectability_ of the Zonal Leaking Tracer C0nc_ntr_tion

Since a tracer concentration is determined by collecting and measuring the PFT quantity in the

known volume of air sampled, the minimum determinable concentration is governed by the minimum
E

quantity of tracer that can be seen above the ambient background level in the maximum sample volume

that can be collected in a reasonable period of time given the present capability of the PH" technology.

The relevant parameters in this optimization are listed here with their appropriate values or range

of values.
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Parameter Value Comment "

Leaking tracer type ocPDCH Highest GC detectability and low ambient concentration

Ct background 0.25 _ _+0.05fL/L

vt LOD 0.05 fL See Appendix A

Max. sampling rate 200 mL/min Near 100% efficiency

Sampling duration 6 to 60 min < 15L for 100% collection

Zonal volume 250 to 350 m 3 Minimum volume to house module

Zonal ACH 0.Sto 1.5 h"1 Practical capability

Module tracer cone. 0.1 to 1 ppm oPDCH Convenience in module tagging

- ocPDCH content 0.04 to 0.4 ppm Based on 40% as ocPDCH

Minimum ocPDCH Discernible above Ba.ck_ound. Since the limit-of-detection (LOD) for this

PFT is 0.05 fL (see Appendix A), the minimum uncertainty in any measurement will be twice the LOD.

Thus,

-_ min. crv = _+0.10fL

and any quantity of tracer, v, determined will have the above o v associated with it.

When air is sampled within the module le_ certification facility during a test, ocPDCH will be

- present both from the module leaks and the ambient background such that

vT = v t + Voa

- where the subscripts refer, respectively, to the total measured quantity, that from the leaking tracer, and

that from the outside air. lt can be shown that for an uncertainty of 0.10 fL in both vT and Voa,then the
mm,

uncertainty in v t will be 5:0.14 fL. If this is to be no more than 12% of vt, then

vt = 1.20 fL ocPDCH
=

the minimum discernible quantity above background for a less than 5:12% uncertainty.

Maximum SampJe Volume in a R_asonable Period of Tim_. The maximum sampling rate for -

I00% collection efficiency with the current technology PFT sampling equipment is about 200 mL/rain.

- Since a sample collection period on an adsorbent tube should be at least 6 rain in duration to eliminate

biases ii-_the -"'r"_"'atativeness of the sample, but no more than 60 rain in duration such that several
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measurement periods can be performed in a reasonable period of time, the sample volume size will be

from 1.2 to 12 L of air.

Ovfimization of the Leaking Tracer Conce.ntrafion in th_Module

Before Eq. (B-9) can be evaluated for the minimum detectable leak rate determination, the criteria

governing the concentration of the leaking tracer must be evaluated. Obviously, the larger Crnican be,

the better will be the leak rate detection capability. For a 15-foot diameter by 40.foot long module

(volume is 7070 ft3 or 200 m3), at a test pressure of I. I atm absolute, the module would contain the

following amounts of the leaking tracer at different concentrations:

Cone. PDCH oPDCH QuanfiQ, .........

inmodu!e, ppm ....... Vol., L (g_as) _ _ Mass, _ .... Vol., mL (liquid) ......

1130 22 360 194

10 2.2 36 19.4

1 0.22 3.6 1.94

0.1 0.022 0.36 0.194

Certainly PFT cost is not a problem. At less than $0.20 per gram in metric ton quantities and

perhaps 5 times that cost in kg quantities, the cost is less than $75 to $400 even at a module

concentration of 100 ppm.

In use, the gas that would be leaking out is air. Even at 100 ppm oPDCH, the composition of the

air has not effectively been changed.

The real concern in working at high ppm levels is that pure Hquid PFr would most likely have to

be used to tag the module if a concentration of 100 ppm or even 10 ppm were desired. How to bring the

pure PFT into the module within the Leak Certification Facility without causing contamination in the

zones is a real concern. Also, once in the module, it has to be evaporated and evenly mixed. Because

the pure vapors are 14 times the density of air, local overdosing within the module might cause later "hot

spots" which could bias leak flow rate calculations.

If a tank of compressed air, pretagged with FFT, is used instead, contamination problems can be

greatly minimized. The PFT-tagged air can be added to the module during pressurization for leak

,-,h,..c-k'incy_nd then mixed simr_lv within the module with small fans since there is no density difference.
- B-10



To maintain a comfortable safety factor above the dew point of PDCH at 15"C, the maximum

concentration of oPDCH that can be used in a cylinder at 1000 psig is 200 ppm. The type of aluminum

cylinder that Brookhaven has been using with PFTs have an air capacity of 76.6 ft3 NTP at 1000 psig.

For the 7070-ft 3 module, the following quantities of PF-T-tagged air would be required from the

cylinder:

Cone. oPDCH in module, ppm 1,0 0.1

Dilution ratio 200-to- 1 2000-to- 1 '

At 1,1 atm absolute

Qty of cylinder air, ft3 38.9 3.89

Percentage of cylinder 50.8 5.08

At 2,0 atm absolute

Qty of cylinder air, ft3 70.7 7.07

Percentage of cylinder 92.3 9.23

Thus, one cylinder of the tagging gas would be good for one test at 1 ppm and ten tests at 0.1 ppm.

Minimum Detectable Led Rates

Equation (B-9) can now be used to estimate the minimum detectable leak rate capability under the

conditions given above'.' For example, for a 60-rain duration sample, the following optimized conditions

prevail:

RE = 300 m3/h

Crni = 1 ppm oPDCH ---0.4 ppm ocPDCH - 0.4 x 106 pL_

minimum vt -- 1.20 fL ocPDCH

sample V = 60 rain x 0.2 L/rain = 12 L

Therefore, the minimum Ct = vl/V = 0.10 fL/L (pL/m 3) and Eq. (B-9) gives

Rt _CtR E = (0,10)(300) = 7.5 x 10-5 L/h
Crni 0.4 x 106

which is equivalent to a minimum detectable module leak rate of 0.00002 mL/s. Table B-1 shows the

results for the above example as well as for a reasonable selection of the range of the variables in

Eq. (B-9).
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Table B- 1

Minimum Detectable Leak Rates at :t:12% Uncertainty

0.1 1.0Conc. oPDCH in module, ppm

Sampling duration, rain, @ 200 mljmin ..... 6 ...... 60 _ . 6 .. 60 _

Minimum Rr, mL/s 0.002 0.0002 0.0002 0.00002

L/h 0.0075 0.00075 0.00075 0.000075

The minimum detectable leak rate of 0.00002 mL/s represents about a five order-of-magnitude

improvement over the original specification being promulgated. Equation (B-9) can be used to see if the

actual capability will meet this expected level. The air leakage rates in the tarpaulin zones, RE, are not

likely to be significantly different from 300 m3/h. 'fhe concentration in the module could be increased

to 100 ppm for a 100-fold improvement in leak detection, but it is probably not necessary;

concentrations up to 100 ppm are possible if an appropriate tagging concept is developed which would

eliminate any chance of contamination or poor mixing. Lastly, the minimum Ct capability is the

minimum tracer quantity detectable in the largest possible sample collected. No further improvements

are likely in the minimum quantity of tracer detectable, but the amount of sample air collected in 60 rain

could easily be increased about 10-fold.

Thus, although a five order-of-magnitude improvement in leak detection capability is anticipated,

further improvements are possible.
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APPENDIX C

PERMEATION THROUGH SEALS: CONSEQUENCE FOR LEAK DETECTION

The limiting factor in leak determinations on a module containing elastomeric or polymeric seals

is, possibly, the rate of permeation of the tracer vapors through the seals when the module itself is

hermetically fight. However, the permeation of vapors through a seal can take an extensive amount of

time to begin emitting and even longer to reach a steady state rate. .

The process of permeation is governed by the solubility of the vapor or gas in the seal and its

diffusion rate in that materials such that

P=SxD (C-l)

where P = permeability, 10"10 cm3 • cm/cm 2 s cm Hg

S = solubility, cm3/cm 3 cm Hg

D = diffusion constant, 10-10 cm2/s

When using PFT for leak detection, it is the permeation of the PFT vapors through the seals that

may have a limiting effect--not the permeation of air. In this appendix, a simple estimate of the

dimension of an elastomeric module seal will be made and the rate of permeability of air and a PFT will

by compared to the expected leak.certification capability.of the PFr technology.

SEAL DIMENSIONS AND PERMEABILITY DATA

lt was assumed that ali the seals on a module comprise an exposed area of 1000 cm2 (equivalent to

about a 33-foot length and a width of 1 eta), a thickness of 1 cm (between the inside cabin air and the

vacuum of space), and that the pressure differential was 1 atm (76 cm Hg).

The permeation rates of air through various seal materials at room temperature, available from the

literature, are listed in Table C-1. Also shown are solubility and diffusion constant data for one PF')'

(PMCH) in two materials taken from a previous Brookhaven study(10) along with the computed

permeability from Eq. (C- 1). The components are listed in decreasing order of permeability, that is, the

best seal materials to minimize loss of air from a module are at the bottom of the table.
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Clearly, there is a wide range in the permeability of vapors and gases through seal materials,

Presumably, a module seal would be selected from components at the bottom of the table, lt should be

noted that the difference in solubility and diffusion constants for different PFTs, in the same material is

small(10); thus the data shown for PMCH is applicable to the leaking tracer ocPDCH.

Table C-1

Permeability, Solubility, and Diffusion Constant Dataa at.Room Temperature

• Seal Material P(air) .L P(PMCH)b .... S(PMCH):_ : D(PMCH)

Fluorosilicone 35 --- 600 0,24 2,500

Polyethylene 2.78

Butyl Rubber 0.52

PVC 0.056

Mylan 0.0084

Viton 0.0072 0.29 0.18 1.6

a The units of P, S, and D are given in Eq. (C- 1).
b Calculated from Eq, (C-1).

PERMEATION RATES AT STEADY STATE AND TIME TO STEADY STATE

Using the earlier assumptions

AP = 76cmHg(1 atm)

Area = 1,000 cre2

Thickness (1) = 1 cm

• e leak rate of air due to permeation (Rtp) through a viton seal is

R o = 0.0072 x 10-10 x 76x 1000/1 = 5.5x 10-8 cm 3/s = 2.0x 10.7 L / h

The leak rate of PMCH due to permeation (Stp) is, in effect, a source rate which can then be

convened to an effective air leak rate by dividing by the assumed concentration in the module, namely,

Rtp(PMCH) = Stp /

The time to attain steady state (tss) can be estimated by(!0)

tss(S) = t 2 /D
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where l is the thickness (cre) of the seal.

The data in Table C-1 was used in the above equations to calculate the effective leak rates of a

module due to permeation through seal materials from Viton (the least permeable) to fluorosilicone 35

(the most permeable) rubber to be compared to the best leak detection capability attainable with the PIST

technology of 7,5 × 10-5 L/h as shown in Appendix B,

Presumably the module seals are making use of a material with performance similar to Viton, The

direct leak of air via permeation at steady state (2.0 × 10-7 L/h) is almost 400-fold less than is detectable

by the PF'I' technology leak certification approach. The effective leak rate due to permeation of the PFT

(assuming a module concentration of 1 ppm) is 7,9 × 10-6 L/h, about 10-fold less than detection

capability, In addition, the time for permeation of the PFT to reach steady state is about 200 years.

Thus, for a one or 2-day test, effectively no PFT could permeate through a Viton seal,

Although the effective leak rate at steady state for a fluorosilicone 35 rubber seal is much higher

(1,6 xl0 "2 L/h), its time to reach sieady state of 46 days would also preclude detection of permeating

PFT in a 1- or 2-day test, The likelihood of using such a permeable rubber is also quite low,

In conclusion, then, permeation through seals on the SSF modules is not of consequence to tile le_.k

certification project.
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APPENDIX D

PROPOSED SEAL.INTEGRITY CERTIFICATION

Air leaking from a modulo may occur through a variety of penetrations in the shell duo to defects

in a seal, contamination on a seal or joint, hairline cracks in a structural component, etc, Because there

are many potential sourcos of leaks, their behavior as a function of pmssuro differential across the shell

ofthe,nodulemay bedifferent.

The hypothesis is presented here that if the magnitude of the zonal module leak rates is measured

at three (3) or merc pressures from 0.2 to 1.0 atm gage, then the functional dependence on pressure

differential can be used to qualify tf not quantify the structural integrity of the leak path, regardless of

the magnitude of the leak. Thus, a module zone might pass a leak rate specification but fail a seal-

integrity certification test. Such testing ts possible because, with the PF1" approach, a new leak rate

versus pressure run can be performed about once every three to five hours.

PRESSURE-DEPENDENCE ON SEAL INTEGRITY

The performance of various types of controlled leaks has been previously studied at Brookhaven.

The flow dependence on oxygen pressure for a BNL-developed restrigtor device(l. 1)is shown in

Figure D-1, The flow dependence on pressure is nearly linear because the rostrictor, a solid, 1/16-inch

OD stainless steel rod with a'slight flat along its edge swaged within a 1/8-inch OD by 1/16-inch ID

stainless steel tube, is a high-integrity device. Similarly, the flow rate through a laser-drilled jeweled-

orifice was found to be very linear with pressure (cf. Figure D-2); such a leak device would have high

dimensional stability with changing pressure,

Brookhaven also developed a diffusion leak rate device consisting of a 40 ft, porous glass wafer

held in place by PVC flat rings within a 1/8-inch compression fitting.(12) A plot of the logarithm of

flow rate versus the logarithm of CO pressure shows a power pressure dependence of just slightly

greater than unity, implying excellent seal integrity over' the range of pressures from 4 to 200 psig (cf.

Figure D-3).
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Another device, a capillary tube rolled in a drawing tool to further reduce its diameter, was used to

control CII4 flow rates. The calibration data obtained by measuring the volume of CH 4 diffused as a
i

function of time(13) is shown plotted in Figure D-4 for several pressures. The calculated flor,_,vra(es were

then plotted as a function of pressure differential on a log-log plot (cf. Figure D-5), which gave a power

pressure dependence of 1.649 imply a dimensional dependence on pressure.

Also shown in Figure D-5 are the flow rate performance of two other devices. The oxygen through

the restrictor is the data of Figure D-1 showing a power dependence on pressure of only 1.068, imply

good dimensional stability. The dashed line in Figure D-5 is the data for a restrictor device that was

intentionally made poorly. Indeed, the flow rates' dependence on pressure increased with pressure

implying poor structural integrity.

The five devices are listed in Table D-1 arrat_ged in order of decreasing leak rate at 14,7 psig from

2.1 down to 0.00057 L/h, about in the range of module leak certification. However, it can also be seen

that the magnitude of the leak rates does not influence the power dependence which was essentially units

for the first two and the last device; the third and fourth devices had bad and poor performance,

respectively, implying a structural integrity problem. ...

Table D- 1

Leak Rate Devices and their Dependence on Pressure

Leak Rate at Power Dependence Implied

.... Dev!ce ..... . 14.7 psig, 1.2h on Pressure Integrity ....
Jewel Orifice 2.1 1.0 Excellent

Restrictor 0.38 1.068 Good

Poor restrictor < 0,005 ).5 to 2.5 Bad

Capillary 0,00088 1.649 Poor
ii

Porous glass 0.00057 1.023 Very good

Pressure difference, of course, can create large forces on vessels containing seals. The jeweled-

orifice and the porous glass device inherently have excellent integrity; glass cannot be deformed by
3

these preSSui-cs, u_ay--_'".t..t_,_...._,,..,a,.,I.....,_.,,.,,..'4tO, r'_ntnin.................. th_ gl:_¢_, which is why the Dower dependence is not

exactly 1. The capillary tube and the restrictor, having been fashioned of expandable stainless steel
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components, are showing the effects of the pressure forces on changing its dimension (opening

increases with pressure).

For a restrietor of 1/16-inch lD and a module 15-ft in diameter, the radial surface area and force

per linear inch at their respective operating pressures are

Restrictor Module

' (1/16-inch ID),, (15-ft ID)

, Circum. Surface Area, in.2/in 0.20 565

Operating DP, psig 2000 14.7

Force, lbs/linear in. 390 8,300

Even though the maximum operating pressure of the pressure-dependent restrictor (2000 psig) is much

higher than that of a module (14,7 psig), the forces on the latter are much larger, making it quite likely

that the dependence of leak rate on pressure differential will have a power factor significantly greater

than unity for even the small flow in structural integrity of the seal.

f

OTHER FORCES AFFECTING SEAL INTEGRITY

Pressure results in just one force that might influence the integrity of module seals and result in

large variations in leak rates as a function of pressure. Any force which can move one surface of the

module with respect to another surface could result in a change in the dimensions of a leak path.

Parameters such as vibrations and torque (which can be produced during shipment, placement in

orbit, during docking maneuvers, etc.), temperature fluctuations (such as going from ground to space

environments, changing solar gain, etc.), and load distribution could create significant forces which

could result in large variations in the magnitude of leak rates.
lt

The proposed Leak Certification Facility should include the capability to create some of these

- forces while measuring the leak rates dependence on pressure using the PFT technology. Such seal

integrity testing will greatly enhance the safety and reliability of the SSF modules. These same

techniques could a/so be applied to seal integrity testing irt many other NASA applications, such as

engines, solid rocket boosters, fuel and oxidant lines, etc.
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